“In *Our Hawk*, attorney and poet, Warren Woessner, writes beautifully “about a hawk summering in the city, as well as nerve-damaged fishermen, a comet in the southwestern sky, and a page from a law book, fluttering amid the rubble at Ground Zero.”

—*The Rake*

“Woessner speaks with the authority of one who has spent his life in the world—rendering its simple, sometimes terrifying and complicated beauty by knowing the motions, gestures, and small signals only the best poets observe and give back to us.”

—*Jonis Agee*

“Woessner’s latest collection of poems is the first offering of the recently revived Toothpaste Press imprint of Coffee House Press. A limited letterpress edition, signed by the author and the printer (Suzanne Shaffer), the poems are printed on Johannot paper and sewn into a beautiful cover made of handmade paper stock.”

—*Minnesota Literature*